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Multilayer Plasma Patterns in Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharges

Y. Yang, J. J. Shi, J. E. Harry, J. Proctor, C. P. Garner, and M. G. Kong

Abstract—We report observation of self-organized multilayer plasma patterns formed along the length of an atmospheric pressure glow discharge generated over a wide frequency range from 10–100 kHz.

Index Terms—Atmospheric pressure glow discharges, double layers, self-organization, striation.

Self-organized formation of complex plasma patterns has been an intriguing subject of research with its impact on a variety of plasma systems [1]–[3]. In general, there are two broad groups of such complex plasma patterns: 1) self-organization of multiple plasma channels, and 2) self-organized multilayer patterns developed along the length of a single plasma column. In the first group, multiple plasma channels are formed typically between two parallel electrodes and their relative locations become locked with respect to each other. Such phenomena have been observed in laboratory generated discharges at different gas pressures, including atmospheric pressure [2], [3]. On the other hand, multilayer structures have been observed in both space plasmas and low-pressure glow discharges, usually in the form of a double-layer or multiple double-layers [4]. They are also known as striation [1]. To our knowledge, striation has so far not been reported in atmospheric pressure glow discharges (APGD). In this paper, we report observation of multilayer patterns in atmospheric helium glow plasmas.

Our plasma apparatus employs two pin electrodes to generate APGD in a helium flow of 5 slm with a low-frequency power supply similar to that reported previously [6]. The pin electrodes are made of pure copper wires of 0.8 mm diameter and their separation distance is nominally 8 mm. The pin electrodes are housed within a Perspex box to control environmental interference though the box is not air-tight. The sinusoidal high-voltage power supply of 1–10 kV and 10–100 kHz is connected to the plasma rig via a ballast resistor of 1 MΩ. Electrical measurements were made via voltage and current probes. The rise time of the current probe is 2 ns and as such it should pick up nanosecond filamentary discharges. In general, the current traces were smooth and free of any nanosecond spikes. These observations suggest that the generated atmospheric plasmas are glow discharges.

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of plasma structure from the usual glow mode to various striation modes. Fig. 1(a) shows a diffuse and homogenous glow discharge. The peak current density is 15 mA/cm². As the applied voltage is increased, a series of new modes of striated plasma column emerges, similar to multiple double layers observed in laboratory-produced low-pressure glow discharges and in ionosphere plasmas. In Fig. 1(b), there are four bright layers near each pin electrode. It is worth noting that these bright layers are of different thickness. From the pin electrode toward the center of the plasma column, the striated plasma layers become thinner and dimmer with thicker dark regions separating them. Near the pin electrodes, adjacent bright layers have a significant overlap in their optical emission yet these overlapped layers do not merge into each other. On the other hand, the two last bright layers nearest to the center of the plasma column are much more diffused and their optical emission has only slightly higher intensity than that of the central diffuse region. The striated pattern is very stable and stationary. The peak discharge density current for Fig. 1(b) is approximately 0.35 A/cm².

A small increase of the applied voltage evokes the striated pattern toward that of Fig. 1(c). The transition is sudden, similar to that from Fig. 1(a) to (b). Now there are five bright layers near each of the pin electrodes. The general characteristics remains that bright layers near the pin electrodes are brighter and thicker and they usually overlap each other. With the applied voltage increased further, the central homogenous is taken up by the striation pattern and the plasma column becomes fully striated, as shown in Fig. 1(d), where the generated plasma is seen with 12 bright layers distributed over its entire length. Again, the layers near the electrodes are brighter and thicker. The peak current density is now about 0.87 A/cm². For any two adjacent bright layers, either near the electrodes or near the central region, their separation distance does not appear to change significantly as the applied voltage increases.

So far, all striated APGD images are symmetric about the center of the plasma column. Under certain conditions, an asymmetric striation pattern can also be observed with the multilayer structure occurring near one electrode only as shown in Fig. 1(e). The overlapping among near-electrode bright layers is much more substantial than before and becomes a very bright and seemingly homogenous region. While not apparent from the image, this seemingly homogenous plasma region is indeed made from spatially static bright layers. At its end near the center of the plasma column, two–three distinct bright layers appear to sprout out into a diffuse and less bright region near.
the top electrode. It is worth noting that the less bright region near the top electrode appears to have a larger radius. Though not shown here, it is also possible to form the heavily striated region near the top electrode. At present, the conditions for the asymmetric pattern formation remains unclear but may relate to surface conditions of the electrodes.

Plasma striation can be observed in other electrode configurations. Fig. 2 shows images of helium APGD established between a top pin electrode and a bottom plate electrode. Again, the electrode separation distance is 8 mm.

Fig. 2(a) shows diffuse and homogenous plasma at a very small peak current density of 1.6 mA/cm². For APGD in helium, this current level is likely to correspond to an operation regime between the Townsend mode and the normal glow mode [7]. Increasing the applied voltage further to an appropriate point, the homogenous APGD evolves suddenly into the symmetrically striated pattern of Fig. 2(b) at a peak discharge current density of 127 mA/cm². Similar to Fig. 1(e), the asymmetric striation pattern can also be sustained in this electrode configuration and an example is shown in Fig. 2(c).

Ion-wave has been considered as a mechanism for the establishment of double layers in space plasmas. It remains to confirm if it is responsible for the formation of multilayer plasma patterns in APGD. Yet it is clear that a very large local electric field is prerequisite for striation to be established. From a broader prospective, this observation suggests that once appropriate operation conditions are satisfied, a global self-adjustment in the spatial profile of the electric field can be facilitated by APGD itself to enable striation. Much needs to be studied before further insight into possible striation mechanisms can be substantiated.
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